RAPID

Accelerated Curing System

Cure primer on 2 panels in less than 11 minutes.
Quickly cure filler and coatings with the REVO Rapid. Producing high-quality repairs, this compact,
two-cassette system is designed for full panel repairs or body shops with space restrictions. REVO
Rapid is perfect for smaller, quick repair jobs of one to two panels, and can reach any part of a vehicle.
Safely and efficiently cure coatings on two different panels simultaneously, while maintaining the
correct temperature. REVO Rapid is ideal in prep areas and GFS’ Closed-Top Open-Front (CTOF)
Booths. Choose from an overhead rail system (OR2) or mobile system on wheels (MC2).

THE ULTIMATE TOOL FOR PAINT AND PREP

Accelerated Curing Systems

RAPID

Features & Benefits

Cure Two Panels & Different Substrates

Increase Paint Shop Throughput

With the dual-cassette REVO Rapid, you can quickly cure filler
and coatings on two different vehicles or panels at the same
time. The REVO Rapid has sensors on each panel, and each
cassette can be individually controlled. This allows you to safely
and efficiently cure coatings on two different substrates, such
as a plastic bumper and a steel door, simultaneously.

REVO Accelerated Curing Systems allow you to do more
high-quality repairs in less time. The REVO Rapid cures
primer more than 20 minutes faster than traditional heat
lamps, enabling shops to put through one additional car
per day. Since curing time for both prep and paint phases
of repair can be reduced by hours, technicians are free
to complete additional repairs and improve your shop’s
bottom line. Plus, the REVO Rapid easily installs within
existing shop footprints and uses significantly less energy.

Easy-to-Operate Controls
Simple-to-operate, high-tech controls make consistent,
high-quality results easy. Select from preset programs
on the large, color, touch-screen control panel for all of
the filler and coatings your shop will use. Sensors on the
REVO Rapid detect temperature and distance to achieve
the perfect cure. Once the set temperature is reached, the
bulbs will pulse to control and maintain temperature. This
also extends the life of the bulbs and saves energy.

Quick Heating & Cooling Times
Lamps on the REVO Rapid reach curing temperature
almost instantly, and built-in fans cool the unit in seconds.
The system can be turned on only when needed and is
safe to touch shortly after being turned off.

Expert Support & Service
REVO Systems are backed by Global Finishing Solutions for
reliable service and support. Spare parts for all REVO models
are readily available at GFS’ U.S. facility, and can be shipped
overnight, decreasing costly downtime and eliminating the
need to store backup parts. Visit GFS’ Center for Excellence
training facility to see what REVO Systems have to offer
before purchasing. Onsite training is also available, so
learning to use REVO is easy.
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